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Abstract—Tor is one of the most widely used anonymous
communication networks today. A popular feature of Tor is its
onion services, anonymous network services that can only be
accessed via the Tor network. This enables users to both host
and access such services anonymously, protecting onion services
from censorship and take-down. According to Tor Metrics, over
150,000 onion services collectively serve traffic at a rate of nearly
4 Gbps, with applications ranging from news services to chat
to whistleblowing. Unfortunately, onion services also suffer from
a variety of performance and security concerns. Latency can
be extremely high, and many services face denial of service
and deanonymization attacks due to the content and types of
services that they host. In this work we seek to help address
these concerns without making any changes to Tor, thus making
our improvements immediately useful and deployable. To do
this, we leverage a recent advance in programmable anonymity
networks, which allows us to deploy user-written functions on
willing Tor relays. We use this architecture to design the first
Content Delivery Network (CDN) for onion services, CenTor,
aiming to enhance its usability and security. We aim to implement,
deploy, and evaluate CenTor on the Tor network, demonstrating
how it can extend and improve the capabilities, performance, and
defenses of onion services.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Tor [2] is the most popular and widely used anonymous
communication network today. This low-latency circuit-based,
application-level overlay network system, is based on the
concept of onion routing [3]. Onion services (formerly called
hidden services), on the other hand, allow servers to anonymously host content that can be accessed using Tor. These
services have supported freedom of speech, expression, and
information to its clients living in oppressive regimes and
have therefore experienced a sharp increase in their number
and amount of traffic relayed. Interactive communication on
Tor, which accounts for over 90% of connections in the Tor
network, incurs latencies over 5x greater than on the direct
Internet path [6]. The delay factor further increases when
a client attempts to reach an onion service, as then a Tor
circuit is utilized on both the client and server-side, which
often discourages many Tor users from adopting and utilizing
onion services, both as a service operator and a client. In
addition, the Tor network, which uses a set of volunteer relays,
is also prone to denial of service (DoS) attacks. For example,
[4] estimated that congestion attacks against all Tor onion
routers could increase the median client download time by
47%. Due to the asymmetrical architecture of the Tor protocol,
these DoS attacks can further result in the unavailability of an
onion service under attack. Furthermore, the anonymity of an
onion service’s clients makes it harder to detect malicious ones,

preventing the deployment of typical defenses that one might
employ on the non-anonymous Internet. Onion services also
face many threats of deanonymization [5]. We postulate that
not only would performance improvements in onion services
enrich the user experience, but they would also encourage
people to use and own onion services, and further grow the Tor
community, thereby enlarging the anonymity set, making the
aforementioned attacks much more difficult. Unfortunately, no
prior work has managed to extend this to onion services. In
general, extending such architectures to onion services persists
to be a hard problem due to their anonymous nature. In
other words, any modifications proposed for the onion services
should not interfere with a service’s and its respective clients’
anonymity. Moreover, existing implementations of such an
architecture require modifications to the Tor code.
In this work, we present the first CDN for onion services
CenTor, aiming to enhance the usability and security of Tor’s
onion services, benefiting both an onion service’s clients as
well as the operators. In addition, we aim to do this without
any changes to the underlying Tor protocol or architecture.
We, therefore, seek to answer the following questions: What
performance and security improvements can an onion service
client securely obtain today, without any modifications to Tor?;
How can onion services operate with a reduced risk of DoS
and deanonymization attacks? We answer these questions by
leveraging the power of Bento, a recently introduced architecture for achieving the features of programmable networks
in Tor [7]. Tor relays can opt into acting as Bento servers,
allowing users to safely and securely run functions (executable
user-written code in a high-level language) on them. We
design CenTor for Tor onion services, providing enhanced
resilience, security, and reduced latency to clients. We implement CenTor as a sophisticated function for Bento which
an onion service operator can install and run on the Bento
servers, without changing the Tor architecture. We also aim
to design, implement and evaluate the client-side performance
improvements of a set of functions for onion services and
further compose them with CenTor. We, therefore, build over
Tor without “touching” the Tor source code. In addition to
security and performance benefits, we also provide users of
onion services with new flexibility to tailor their anonymity,
bandwidth overhead, and latency preferences. While the notion
of the anonymity trilemma [1] states that anonymous communication protocols can only achieve two out of the three
properties (strong anonymity, low bandwidth overhead, and
low latency overhead), the techniques we present in this paper
allow individual users and/or onion service providers a new
degree of flexibility to trade-off in this space themselves.

II.

TABLE I.

OVERVIEW: C E N T O R

We briefly introduce CenTor through a motivating example, discuss how it can benefit onion services, and provide an
overview of our anonymity analysis.

Description

l
Dl

Client’s Autonomous System (AS) [9].
Client density in location l.
Total client density in set of location(s) in shadow S. It is equal
to ⌃l2S Dl .
Total Tor relay density in shadow S.
Total Tor Exit relay density in shadow S.
Total Tor Guard relay density in shadow S.
Entropy of distribution of clients across locations in a
shadow. It is calculated as
⌃l2S [Dl /Density(S) ⇤
log2 Dl /Density(S)].
Entropy of distribution of clients across countries c in a
shadow. It is calculated as
⌃c2S [Dc /Density(S) ⇤
log2 Dc /Density(S)].

CD(S)

Motivating Example. An onion service operator, Alice,
wishes to scale and deploy her onion service on CenTor. She
also wants to enrich her service’s user experience by reducing
the latency experienced by her clients and, therefore, hopes
to grow the community. Additionally, Alice fears adversaries
who aim to deanonymize her onion service or DDoS it.
Choosing Replicas. Alice first identifies Bento servers for
every shadow (a geographical region), to employ them as a
replica for her onion service. She does so by accessing a
database of Bento servers showing the availability of these
relays per shadow.
Deployment. Next, Alice sends the content of her service to
the selected node(s) that will act as replicas. After receiving the
required contents, the node(s) deploys the onion service in a
non-anonymous fashion (which, therefore, reduces the number
of hops) and return an alias .onion address to the operator. The
replica nodes send the .onion address to Alice who can then
publicize them along with their respective shadow.
Accessing the Replica. Bob, a user who wishes to access
Alice’s onion service (without knowing who or where it is),
witnesses a list of Alice’s onion service’s replicas and visits the
one which is ‘local’ to him, or in other words geographically
lies in the same shadow as him. Bob can do so by running
the shadow-specific client script to connect to Alice’s onion
service. This script ensures that Bob browses Alice’s onion
service through a (client-side) Tor circuit which consists of
relays that are in the same shadow as decided by him.
Composing Functions. Alice can further improve the performance of her onion service by composing CenTor with the
LoadBalance function (described in [7]), which can further
strengthen DDoS resilience. Moreover, LoadBalance will
allow Alice’s onion service to have multiple replicas (these
share the same hostname and private key) within the same
shadow which can scale up and down based on client traffic.
Why CenTor? CenTor aims to reduce the geographical
distance between the client and the onion service it wishes to
access. Moreover, we argue that since revealing the location of
the replica does not deanonymize the onion service, its replicas
can act as non-anonymous (enabling direct connections in
the server-side onion service protocol). This approach implies
a reduction in the number of hops since the replica-side
Tor circuit is no more required, thereby improving clientside performance and further reducing the latency. We also
argue that an onion service, after setting up CenTor, can go
offline. Now, consider an adversary who tries to deanonymize
this onion service. This adversary would now be attacking
a replica, instead of the actual onion service itself. Even
if the location of this replica under attack is revealed, no
harm to the onion service or its operator is caused, since the
replicas operate independently of it. Moreover, if the onion
service operator chooses its replicas to be non-anonymous, this,
therefore, changes the way the client interacts with the onion
service. Since, there is no replica-side circuit, the probability
of carrying out a successful circuit fingerprinting attack is
reduced. CenTor enables an onion service operator to have
replicas which can be composed with the LoadBalance
function, thereby distributing the load. Moreover, if the onion

D ESCRIPTION OF A NONYMITY F UNCTION PARAMETERS .

Symbol

RD(S)
XD(S)
ED(S)
EL(S)
EC(S)

service or one of its replicas detects malicious traffic or a DoS
threat, it can simply shut down the replica and can spin up
new ones. (Detecting malicious traffic can be, and in practice
often is, achieved with a programmable middlebox function, as
well.) In addition, Bento allows a client to use a combination
of multiple functions for best results.
Performance versus Anonymity. The proposed CenTor
architecture operates by accomplishing a subset selection from
the total available set of Tor relays, which act as a pool for the
circuit nodes for the client. This idea of selecting a shadow by
the client possesses a performance versus anonymity trade-off.
To concretely evaluate the anonymity (and anonymity tradeoffs) provided by CenTor, we introduce an anonymity function ↵CenT or (based on [8]). We further compute ↵CenT or (S),
which is the anonymity score of a specific shadow S. This
score helps a client decide how much anonymity she is willing
to sacrifice for performance gains, allowing her to select and
utilize a shadow size (to access an onion service replica) which
is directly proportional to ↵CenT or . We define ↵CenT or (S) =
(CD(S), EL(S), EC(S), RD(S), XD(S), ED(S)) and describe these parameters in Table I. Also, we suggest clients
be mindful of how much anonymity they are compromising
while using CenTor.
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Alice, wishes to scale and deploy her onion service on
CenTor.
Choosing Replicas. Alice first identifies Bento servers for
every shadow (a geographical region), to employ them as a
replica for her onion service.
Deployment. Alice sends the content of her service to the
selected node(s) that will act as replicas. After receiving the
required contents, the node(s) deploys the onion service in a
non-anonymous fashion (reducing the number of hops) and
return an alias .onion address to the operator. The replica nodes
send the .onion address to Alice who can then publicize them
along with their shadow.
Accessing the Replica. Bob, a user who wishes to access
Alice's onion service (without knowing who or where it is),
witnesses a list of Alice's onion service's replicas and visits the
one which is local to him (geographically lies in the same
shadow as him). Bob can do so by running the shadow-specific
client script to connect to Alice's onion service. This script
ensures that Bob browses Alice's onion service through a
(client-side) Tor circuit which consists of relays that are in the
same shadow as decided by him. Alice can further improve the
performance of her onion service by composing CenTor with
other functions.

Fig 2: Communication using a CenTor versus standard Tor.

Table 2: Approximate αCenTor scores for various shadows.

Table 1: Description of Anonymity Function Parameters.

The proposed CenTor architecture operates by accomplishing
a subset selection from the total available set of Tor relays,
which act as a pool for the circuit nodes for the client. This idea
of selecting a shadow by the client possesses a performance
versus anonymity trade-off. To concretely evaluate the
anonymity (and anonymity trade-offs) provided by CenTor,
we introduce an anonymity function αCenTor. We further
compute
αCenTor(S),
which is the anonymity score of a specific shadow S. We define
αCenTor(S)=(CD(S),EL(S),EC(S),RD(S),XD(S),
ED(S)) and describe these parameters in Table 1. From the
values computed in table 2, we can say that αCenTor(Eurasia)
provides better anonymity than αCenTor(APAC).
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Tor’s Onion Services
Tor is one of the most widely used anonymous communication
networks today. Onion services, a popular feature of Tor, can
only be accessed via the Tor network, enabling users to host &
access such services anonymously, protecting them from
censorship.

Challenges
Onion services also suffer from a variety of performance and
security concerns. Latency can be extremely high, and many
services face denial of service and deanonymization attacks due
to the content and types of services that they host.

Contributions
We seek to help address these concerns without making any
changes to Tor, thus making our improvements immediately
useful and deployable. We leverage a recent advance in
programmable anonymity networks (Bento), which allows us
to deploy user-written functions on willing Tor relays. In this
work, we present the first CDN for onion services CenTor,
aiming to enhance the usability and security of Tor's onion
services, benefiting an onion service's clients as well as its
operators. In addition, we also provide users of onion services
with new flexibility to tailor their anonymity, bandwidth
overhead, and latency preferences.

Fig 1: Performance comparison: CenTor, location unaware
CenTor & standard Tor.

